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ave you got what it takes? Bill
Boggs, celebrity interviewer
and television personality, puts
that question to an impressive panel of
some of the most successful icons of
our time with the hopes of narrowing
down the key elements of what it takes
to make it in today’s world. He has
compiled the combined wisdom of
hundreds of interviews from some of
the most successful and influential
people in our world today in his new
book Got What It Takes? Just a cursory peek at the list of the book’s contributors gives an immediately impressive idea of the notoriety and magnitude of some of the advice offered
inside. Only a small portion of the list
includes Donald Trump, Matt Lauer,
Brooke Shields, Sir Richard Branson,
Mario Cuomo (former NY Governor),
Bobby Flay, Bill O’Reilly, Yankees

manager Joe Torre, songwriter Diane
Warren, NBC CEO Jeff Zucker, Renée
Zellweger and even Survivor creator
Mark Burnett.
Before he was a successful celebrity
interviewer, television personality (his
main work now is on NY Ch. 1) and
later an entertainer, Bill Boggs was
growing up in northeast Philadelphia,
attending public schools and progressing much like any other kid his
age. It was during his formative years
in elementary school when Bill discovered a talent for public speaking that
would keep him literally in front of the
class all throughout school. “I was in
grade school when I demonstrated a
moderate gift for public speaking. In
those days, public speaking was
encouraged and taught along with
reading, writing and arithmetic. We
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were made to get in front of the class
and give small presentations on various topics.” As early as fourth grade
Bill realized that things in the spotlight
were easier for him than most of his
peers. “An amazing thing happened.
For some reason, I could naturally
keep the class’ attention and was at
ease, whereas other kids were getting
up there completely terrified and at a
loss for words.”
This trend continued for Bill throughout high school, where his natural
charm and rapport with other students
lent him unprecedented popularity. “I
went to a gigantic high school with
almost five thousand kids. I became
treasurer, vice president and president
of this huge student association,
which meant every third day I had to
be on stage in front of a third of the
www.campusactivitiesmagazine.com
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student population. So, I was dealing
with crowds that were 1000+ before I
could even vote. It just came naturally to me.”
Bill also involved himself in the drama
club and other outlets allowing him to
stretch his wings in the spotlight. He
says that between this and a childhood
dream, he knew he was destined for big
things. “When I was a tiny child I had a
radio that my parents gave me. I was
just old enough that I caught the very end
of what is considered the ‘Golden Age’ of
radio. It was a time when television was
rising, but it was getting its start from all
the known people from radio. People
like Jack Benny, Bob Hope and Burns &
Allen were on TV but still had radio
shows. There was also a lot of talk radio
in those days with people like Art
Linkletter, Arthur Godfrey, and Don
McNeil. These are forgotten names
now, but for some reason at the age of
five I found myself wanting to do what
these guys were doing on the radio.”

approaching him at the end of his Talk
Show Confidential presentations with a
common request. “Everyone said I
should sit down and write a book about
all of the incredible experiences I have
had with these amazing people. The
reactions from the crowds were astounding; people were laughing and people
were crying with the power of these stories and their messages. I got letters

Bill explains that with a little help from
upstairs, he has been a guy that made
his childhood dreams come true. He
started his career managing a comedy
team and soon moved into television. A
recurring theme in his book and Bill’s
own mantra is “You produce your own
life,” something he was able to do and
now, through his book, he hopes to help
others achieve this same success.
In 2001, Bill was on a cruise with his son
Trevor, where he presented a talk called
Confessions of a Talk Show Host. “I was
a guest celebrity speaker on Crystal
Cruises and it went great. I have since
done seven more of these events.” It all
went over so well that Bill realized in
hindsight that he had much more to offer
than the condensed 35-minute version of
the topics he presented. He made a
social acquaintance with a theater owner
who developed live shows. “He underwrote me and I was able to create Talk
Show Confidential. It is basically a comedy show, but it closes with me discussing how much I have learned from
interviewing all of the historic people I
have had the chance to meet and the
audience reacted to that.”
Bill found more and more people

from people telling me how much I had
motivated them to reach their goals.” Bill
says seeing this impact in real time
rather than through the television world
drove him to speak more and more.
Eventually the speaking dates led to the
book, Got What It Takes?, and an entire
program which now revolves around it.
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“The book should be a very good calling
card for me as a speaker for both colleges and corporate groups. It is really
an excellent preface and addition to the
talks I give about what I have learned
from all of these people and the lessons
I have drawn from them along the way.”
This is a central motivation in what Bill
feels to be the next phase (and great
project) of his life. “I want to use what I
have learned in my life and what I have
absorbed from other people and convey
it to young people like college students.
These folks are motivated in their lives
and I feel I have something valuable to
offer them.”
Bill hopes this book will only be the first of
a series of similar titles where he can
compile the wisdom of the thousands of
interviews he has performed over his
long and prolific career. His message
has been honed through years of presenting his story, which conveys a clear
picture of the struggles of getting from
where you are to where you want to be.
“The first thing I will talk about is the
mountain they have to climb. You don’t
go from A, your present state, to B, your
goal, in a direct trajectory. You have to
understand that you will make quantum
leaps from plateau to plateau. By sharing my own personal story, which has
some funny elements in it” (like Bill being
accepted to the University of
Pennsylvania for an ‘undergraduate’ program which turned out to be graduate
school, forcing him into a four year wait).
“Some of the setbacks that I had enabled
me to be stronger so everything comes
out basically as a funny, entertaining and
relevant talk about some of the same
problems that any young person could
face today.” Combine Bill’s own electric
personality and one of a kind story with
the wisdom of some of the most famous
people in the world sprinkled in, and you
have a great draw and a great show on
your hands. Consider bringing Bill
Boggs into your next motivational (or just
entertaining) campus event and let your
students see if they’ve “got what it takes.”
BOOK IT! For more information on
bringing Bill Boggs to your campus, contact Craig Neier at (973) 227-8787 or for
a virtual link, log on to our website at
www.campusactivitiesmagazine.com
www.campusactivitiesmagazine.com

.....was this year, 2013, at the
end of May. The French Open
was in progress and the city
had that added buzz that accompanies any international
sporting event with worldwide attention. The focal point of this

trip was to explore a most charming area of
the city, the 6th Arrondissement, known as
Saint-Germain-des-Pres. It’s a neighborhood
of narrow, picturesque “rues” off the Left
Bank of the Seine, full of cafes, shops, galleries, and markets. At any turn, you could find
yourself in a little courtyard with a bench and
some local birds to keep you company.
In the past, I’ve stayed at the historic Hotel
D’Aubusson on Rue Dauphine. It was fully
booked this time, but I wanted the same convenient area and found the more modest but
still charming HOTEL DAUPHINE SAINTGERMAIN-DES-PRES just a few steps away
at 36, Rue Dauphine. It turned out to be a
good choice. They offer a breakfast buffet including egg dishes of your choice in a nicely
decorated room off the lobby with windows

The Hotel Dauphine Saint- Germain-des-Pres on Rue Dauphine.

The cozy two-seat bar in Hotel Dauphine.

facing the street....always a parade of people
to capture your attention and imagination.
The staff was helpful and the location ideal
for exploring the Ile St.-Louis, Notre Dame,
and St. Sulpice. It seems nothing in Paris is
too far. It’s truly a stroller’s city. Our (do you
think I would go to Paris in the springtime
alone?) room faced an interior courtyard, so
unfortunately, no view of Parisian roof tops
but cozy, quiet and perfect for an afternoon
nap after several hours of walking. For an
interesting diversion, do try “The Original
Paris Walks”..... they offer two-hour walks
and talks in various neighborhoods with
themes full of facts and fun. Their brochures
can be found in most hotel lobbies.
I’m going to let several of the photographs
I took help tell the story of the allure of this
specific area in the city. My objective was
complete relaxation and indulgence, the
latter of which comes pretty easily in Paris!
I planned to immerse myself in the cafe life
and dine outdoors with good wine at both
lunch and dinner, plus explore the many art
galleries and antique shops along the winding
streets. We stumbled upon the Lover’s Lock
Bridge crossing the Seine where couples affix
a lock with their initials scrawled on it, make
a wish, and toss the key into the river. (Writer’s note: I was traveling with my beloved
girlfriend, Jane Rothchild, real estate broker
in New York City and owner of The Hotel
Helper which supplies products to hotels and
restaurants. We had our own romantic objectives for our first trip together to the City of
Lights.)
Within a few blocks of our hotel, we
found three outstanding places to dine, full
of history and waiters with great elan. None
of them was as expensive as we were used
to near where we live in Manhattan. Les
Deux Magots on Bl. St.-Germain-des-Pres
is famous for the intellectuals and artists
that have dined and conversed there over
the years. We even had the good fortune to
see Karl Lagerfeld perusing through magazines at a news kiosk right outside. On Rue
du Buci, we ate at two restaurants opposite
(photo at left) The Lover’s Lock Bridge crossing the Seine where couples
affix a lock with their initials scrawled on it, make a wish, and toss the
key into the river Seine.

One way to look at Rue Dauphine.

each other, Cafe de Paris and Brasserie L’Atlas. Street performers were outside
for entertainment as if the food and atmosphere weren’t enough to occupy our
attention.
While most tourists in Paris make a beeline to the museums, I enjoyed gazing
at the art displayed in dozens of galleries in the neighborhood. Posters in various windows offer a glimpse of attractions, as you can see. Jane, of course, loved
all the boutiques. There’s something unique about the French when it comes to
style, and she picked up a few items to remind her of this special time for us in
Paris.
If you want a romantic or contemplative escape for any length of time, a
visit to the 6th Arrondissement is ideal. The Bl. St.-Germain-des-Pres, which
runs the length of this area, is a street not to miss. You’ll
get the true feel of Paris with its movie houses, cafes, stores,
and Metro stations with their Art Nouveau detail. HOTEL
DAUPHINE SAINT- GERMAIN-DES-PRES turned out to
be the perfect spot to enjoy all these treasures. Make sure
you leave room in your suitcase as you’ll want to shop while
there. Tell yourself “oui” and Bon Voyage!

A Goat Cheese Tart at Les Deux Magots.

(Above) Ready for lunch at the Cafe de Paris. (Below left) Shopping on
Bl St. Germain-des-Pres. (Below, right) Art gallery poster.

A rainbow appears above a glowing facade—a fortuitous sign capping
our memorable returm to Paris.

Bill & Jane apres dinner at Les Deux Magots.

